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John Wiley and Sons Ltd, United Kingdom, 2010. Paperback.
Book Condition: New. 234 x 186 mm. Language: English . Brand
New Book. Today s most trusted study guide brand introduces
a breakthrough new test-prep seriesAs a direct outcome of
recent market research, CliffsNotes is launching the Cram Plan
series to answer the unmet needs of today s ?snippet-study
test-takers who need to cram for the SAT, ACT, GMAT, and GRE
exams just weeks--or days--before the test. These students are
extremely pressed for time and want study aids that are highly
time-boxed. Unlike any other test-prep product on the market,
the Cram Plan series truly calendarizes a study plan for time-
crunched test-takers according to their unique situation. The
closer the test date approaches, the more granular the
guidance and direction becomes. Each book contains a
detailed calendar with tasks for each study-plan step; they
include multiple checklists throughout. Plus, test-takers can
take advantage of online tools such as searchable PDFs,
calendar widgets, and e-mail reminders. Each book is divided
into six parts and includes: * Diagnostic test* Two-months-to-
prepare stand-alone study plan* One-month-to-prepare stand-
alone study plan* One-week-to-prepare stand-alone study
plan* Subject reviews* Full-length practice test with answers
and detailed explanations.
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Extensive guide! Its such a excellent read. This can be for anyone who statte that there was not a worth looking at. I
am just effortlessly will get a satisfaction of looking at a written publication.
-- Melvin Hetting er-- Melvin Hetting er

This book will not be e ortless to start on reading through but very exciting to learn. It is amongst the most
remarkable book i have got go through. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding.
-- Dr . Ea ston Collier  DV M-- Dr . Ea ston Collier  DV M
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